high capacity power and data
The horizontal raceways in desk modules
manage energy and cables below the work
surface and are easy to access from the front
or back. The top channel, located just below
the work surface, routes cords and cables to
provide more usable work surface space.

L

The desk module’s primary cable channel is
a continuous, grounded metal barrier that
holds 123 Category 5e or 96 Category 6
cables at a 60 percent fill rate. The bottom
channel holds the power harness. Powered
desk modules come with the power harness
already installed. Back panels, available in
three heights, can be easily removed to
access utility raceways from the aisle side.

Passage® Desking System

The 4-circuit, 8-wire system supports heavy computer use and handles multiple specialized
circuits for sensitive equipment. Power entering a building from a single point can feed
multiple workstations.
Most desk module styles have two duplex receptacles under the work surface. Corner and
extended corner desk modules have four duplex receptacles. Receptacles are also available
at work surface height. An electrical distributor and a voice/data outlet can be attached to the
work surface for easy power and data access.

distribution paths: power

data

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Passage desking system is durable for long-term performance and value.
As a statement of our confidence in its quality, we cover Passage with the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward
promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and
includes labor on all warranty work.

easy options capability
SM

Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too,
from modifying existing products to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability,
please visit www.HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
© 2007 Herman Miller, Inc. Zeeland, Michigan Printed in U.S.A. on recycled paper O.MS2320-40
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mobile and adjustable

an everywhere performer
Combining individual strengths can yield a powerful result. With the Passage desking system,
Herman Miller builds systems capabilities into freestanding furniture to create one versatile
performer. Passage workstations are composed of preassembled, freestanding modular units
that are easy to specify, order, and install. Passage also works like a system, it supports
technology with power and cable management, and it supports people with the ergonomic
features of systems furniture. By blending the advantages of freestanding and systems
furniture, Passage works equally well in enclosed offices and in open spaces, for individuals
and for teams, while keeping a consistent look throughout.

Desk modules, including peninsulas, can be ordered with a work surface height-adjustment range of 26 to 31 inches at 1-inch height increments. The legs on oval, concave, and D-shaped mobile tables are
adjustable from 26 to 31 inches. Work surfaces on Passage desk modules come in a number of curved shapes with rounded edges. Put
together, the modules form distinctive workstation designs. Surfaces
have either a laminate top and vinyl edge or a veneer top and wood
composite edge.

Corner Desk Module

Extended Corner Desk Module

Extended Curvilinear Desk Module

Corner Desk Module
with Input Platfrom

Rectangular Desk Module

Curvilinear Desk Module

Desk Module Extension

Ellipse Peninsula Desk Module

Shelf

Work Surface-Attached Tool Rail

modular flexibility
Passage true modular design means no dimensional gain, making
space planning simple. A workstation starts with an arrangement of
fully assembled desk modules, which are composed of work surfaces,
legs, stanchions, energy and cable management, and back panels.
The three-in-one back panel easily converts to full, partial, or open
positions without compromising cable management and allows for
various levels of privacy, ventilation, and access to wall outlets.
Screens, storage, and other components are added to suit the worker,
task, and application. Since workstations don’t rely on panels, walls,
or other workstations for support, rearranging them doesn’t disrupt
people working nearby. And the flexibility of Passage includes its
appearance thanks to an extensive materials offering that includes
paints, veneers, and laminates.

Oblong Peninsula Desk Module

Oval Mobile Table

Round-End Peninsula Desk Module

D-Shaped Mobile Table

Corner Link

Concave Mobile Table

privacy under control
Screens attach above work surfaces to build
in the right level of privacy. Each desk unit
can have its own system of screens that
allows privacy to be easily changed. The
screens stack to 67 inches with combinations
of fabric, marker board, ribbed, and clear
glass or arc screens to strike a balance
between light and privacy. They can also be
added or removed without affecting any
other part of the workstation. Full-height
screens can be linked together to create a
conference area or increase enclosure in a
workstation. Full-height, arc, and rectangular
fabric screens are all tackable on both the
front and back sides.

storage from the top down
Flipper door units and shelves make use of
vertical space in small-footprint workstations. Easy-open, soft-closing doors are
available in veneer, fabric, and painted
metal. A tool rail attaches to the work surface so people can personalize their spaces
and control clutter. Meridian® filing and
storage solutions allow customization of the
workspace to store files, binders, coats—or
anything else.

D-Shaped Work Surface

Teardrop Table

Round Table

Transaction Surface

Stackable Screen

Flipper Door Storage Unit

Arc Screen

Glazed Screen

Full-Height Screen
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